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 Custom Properties . When an assembly is converted to a Verilog-AMS (standard VHDL) or Xilinx System Verilog module , it
is provided with a library of standard I/O cells. These standard cells can be used as models or as library cells, or they can be

placed into user defined groups. These standard cells can be re-used across different Models , making it easier to develop and
maintain Models . Custom Cell . These custom cells are user defined cells based on the I/O standard cell library. They can be
used as models or as library cells. Simulation Parameters . When using an FPGA-based design, the Verilog-AMS standard IP

has the ability to set parameters for the simulation . Parameters can be set using either pre-configuration or simulation . Formal
Modeling . When creating a formal model in any , a comprehensive set of design theory tools are available. These tools include

Verilog-AMS, Systems Modeling language (SysML) , and SystemsCAD (SysCAD). See also VHDL Verilog Verilog-AMS
Xilinx System Verilog References External links Verilog-AMS Community forum Category:Hardware description languages

Category:Electronic design automation Category:SystemsSoft Category:Computer-aided design software for Linux
Category:Free integrated development environments Category:Free software programmed in Verilog1. Field of the Invention

The invention relates to high-speed data access systems. More specifically, the invention relates to high-speed data access
systems for access to distributed databases. 2. Description of the Related Art Most databases are distributed or spread across

multiple storage subsystems and/or over multiple storage system in a storage network. The combination of storage network and
multiple storage systems is referred to as a Storage Area Network (SAN). The storage systems may use protocols such as the

Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) protocol, the Internet SCSI (iSCSI) protocol or Fibre Channel protocol to access the
storage network. In a SAN, there is at least one initiator which issues SCSI commands and may also be a target which responds

to such commands. The initiator is also typically a server. The initiator (server) and the target may 82157476af
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